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Moonlight slumber little dreamer reviews

© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliate's latest update on September 3rd, 2020 Ines Moonlight Slumber Little Dreamer Crib Mattress is an award-winning mattress that provides safe and comfortable sleep for your child. It's a double-sided crib mattress, so your newborn can start using it as soon as you bring it home, all the way through his childhood
and toddlers. This crib mattress is made in the U.S., so we had even higher expectations for its quality, safety and comfort. And I have to say, after a lot of tests, we weren't disappointed at all. The results of our Moonlight Slumber Little Dreamer Crib Mattress review confirmed that it's a high quality and eco-friendly nativity scene mattress that has good value
for money! PROSS: dual-sided mattressesco-friendlylight long-term usewater-resistanthypoalergenicfree from harmful chemicals convenient but solid mattress Cons: when unwrapped mattress, there may be a small odor that disappears after two days Dual-sided mattresses are two-stage sleeping systems. The mattress has two separate layers, one for
infants and another for toddlers. While regular baby mattresses are only for infants or exclusively for toddlers, you can use a double-sided crib mattress at both ages. Yes, it is, and the same is with the toddler side. The Moonlight Slumber Little Dreamer crib mattress has one of the best dual-sided systems we've ever seen. Both layers meet all safety and
quality expectations and can easily compete with the best one-sided crib or toddler mattresses. Everything is as it should be! While the baby layer is extra sturdy, made of organic, plant and high density foam, the soft and plush foam side is ideal for toddlers. Note: Always set the mattress to the crib on the right side. Usually you can turn it on the softer side
around 9 months of age of the child, but we recommend using it on the fixed side for as long as possible. Sleeping on a solid surface is something kids are used to, so don't rush. Why? Firmer mattresses are better for their development! Mattress size: 52 long and 27.5 wideOn the thickness of the mattress: 5Weight of the mattress: 10 poundsChambers and
weight limits: The core of the mattress is made of memory foam, so it easily acquires its original shape. That's why there is no weight limit for this particular nativity mattress. Your child can use it until it grows up, and most likely your other child will be able to use it the same way. We were amazed by how easy it is! Since it is made of foam, it is already lighter
from innerspring mattresses, but it is lighter than most foam nativity scene mattresses too. The light weight of the mattress is important. Accidents happen, and usually happen in the middle of the night. Getting a mattress out of your crib easily, easy to clean and exchange sheets is something you will enjoy Strength for your child's health and easy for easy
sheet metal change is the best combination you can wish for a crib mattress. mattress corefire barrierwaterproof cover The core of the mattress has two layers of foam: an extra solid foam layer, filled with vegetable oils on the infant's side, and a softer, plusp side foam (also filled with vegetable oils) for toddlers. The core is completely wrapped in a woked fire
barrier without sprayed flame retardant chemicals. Everything is coated with environmentally friendly substances that are of health quality. This is a durable stretch of knitted fabric with extra tight sewn seams. It is water resistant, antimicrobial, bed bug, mites, and odor resistant. Although all Moonlight Slumber products undergo extensive internal and external
testing, we have tested its features anyway. Your child will spend most of their time sleeping, so they will use the cot a lot. This is why the safety of crib and crib mattresses is one of the most important things that you should consider. STRENGTH If the crib mattress is not strong enough, it is not safe! The safest sleeping position for your child is on your back.
If the mattress is not firm enough, it can turn the head or the whole body and does not have the strength to undo it. A soft sleep base will match the shape of your child's face, which increases the risk of suffocation and SIDS (Sudden Infant Death Syndrome). Although the mattress has undergone rigorous hardness testing, we wanted to check it as well. We
used a simple test that you can do yourself. Press on the mattress with one hand. If the mattress holds tight and spring back into place quickly, it is firm enough. INSTALLATION IN A CRIB The size of a child's and children's mattresses are standardized by the federal government, so in theory all standard-sized mattresses can fit into all full-size children's
penalties. Full-size crib mattresses must be at least 27 1/4 inches by 51 5/8 inches and no more than 6 inches thick. As you can see, the dimensions of the Moonlight Slumber Little Dreamer crib mattress meet the prescribed requirements! Due to the different frames of the crib, there may be minor deviations, so always check the internal dimensions of your
crib and the size of the mattress. It must fit sming! We try this in our Babyletto Hudson 3-in-1 convertible nativity scene, and it fits perfectly. Home test for installation is very simple. Place your finger between the edge of the mattress and the frame of the crib. There should be no room for more than two fingers! Is Moonlight Slumber Little Dreamer Crib
Mattress Comfort? Because it is made of memory foam, not innerspring, the Moonlight Slumber Little Dreamer crib mattress provides comfort for infants and toddlers. Of course, for the infant side, safety is more important than comfort. So the mattress is very firm on that side, but that's the way it should be! If it's too firm for you, it's If the child is tired, he still
sleeps almost everywhere. The toddler's party tested my nearly three year old daughter, and she feels comfortable with it. It's just pretty soft and cuddly to sleep comfortably, but still with a lot of support. Does it offer good support? Yes, it is! Although the mattress from the crib has a double-sided sleeping system, both sides provide the right support to the
child. Just remember to turn the right side! VENTILATION AND HEAT REGULATION The tidy mattress allows good indoor air circulation, creating a climate that can cool or warm the child depending on the environment. Although the mattress does not have visible ventilation openings on the sides, special air ducts in the foam increase circulation, similar to
innerspring mattresses, where the space between the coils creates a natural breathability Retention heat test shows us how long it takes for the mattress to cool from 130 to 98 degrees, which is the average body temperature. Moonlight Slumber Little Dreamer crib mattress cools down in about 20 seconds, which is a good result and proves that the baby
won't overheat because of the mattress. CORNERS Corners of children's mattresses can be in two different shapes, square or rounded. The appropriate shape of the corners depends on the model of the crib, but in general, square corners are a better choice. When it comes to safety, there are no differences. The problem with rounded corners usually
occurs because of small gaps at the edges of the crib that can catch pacifiers and other baby things. Also, the leaves remain firmer on the square edge. Mattresses' seams on moonlight slumber Little Dreamer cot mattresses are dropped on the sides and cut flat. This makes sheet changing and cleaning very easy. We like how tight sewn are seams, which
contributes to waterproofing, bed bug, and resistance to dust mites, and prevents the formation of odors. BOUNCE Cot mattress must have a small but not excessive bounce. Without a little reflection, the mattress would be as hard as a rock. On the other hand, too much bounce prevents good sleep. Moonlight Dood's Little Dreamer crib mattress has just
enough bounce for a comfortable night's sleep while not being useful as a trampoline. Believe me bouncy mattresses, it quickly becomes a trampoline for your cheerful toddler. DURABILITY The mattress is extremely durable. If you handle it with care, clean it as prescribed and store it correctly, you can use it with more than one child. CLEANING Because
the mattress is waterproof, fluids and stains remain on the surface. This makes cleaning incredibly easy. All you have to do is wipe it with a damp sponge or cloth, and you're done. Note: Avoid cleaning with harsh detergents, antibacterial agents or diapers. They contain ingredients that can eventually break down the waterproof surface of the mattress into a
crib. All Moonlight Slumber products undergo rigorous testing procedures to evaluate durability, safety, performance and quality. Foam and all components of mattresses are tested by a third party! Moonlight Slumber Little Dreamer crib mattress meets or even exceeds all required safety standards. It's certified by a greenguard and certipur, which means it's
non-toxic. It's PVC, phthalate, lead, antimony, and vinyl free. The certificate also ensures that it is a product that does not pollute the air indoors because it has a low effect on indoor air due to low VOC (volatile organic compounds). Verdict Moonlight Slumber Little Dreamer Cot Mattress is one of the best, if not the best dual-sided nativity scene mattresses on
the market. It offers solid support for your child and a comfortable page for your toddler. In addition, it is an ecological and safe choice for your child. It meets all required safety standards, including dimensions that fit perfectly into a full-size crib. It's not the cheapest option, but by far the most expensive baby mattress on the market. After our review, we are
sure the Moonlight Slumber Little Dreamer crib mattress is worth your money, and you won't be disappointed with the purchase! BETHLEHEM MATTRESS REVIEW: NATIVITY MATTRESS REVIEW Unique baby mattress: Newton Wovenaire crib mattress reviewFoam nativity scene mattress Review: Innerspring Crib Mattress Review: Hello! I'm the founder
of Baby's Little Place. I'm the mom of a one-year-old daughter and I know how devastating it could be when you're looking at things and tips for a new baby, especially if you're a first time parent. That's why I set up this page... because I want to do something I'm passionate about as much as I want to help new parents and parents make up. I hope you
enjoyed reading my article! If you have any questions or comments, please leave them below. I'd love to talk to you about it! You!
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